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Dear POSFC Sponsors and Supporters,
On Saturday 23rd July our footy club will be celebrating its 90th anniversary.
Thanks to our fabulous sponsor, Shaw and Partners, the Club will celebrate those players and officials who have pulled on the
guernsey for the Kings or Queens, or volunteered their time behind the scenes, with a special day at Haslam Oval.
To acknowledge our 90 years in the amateur league, we will launch our POSFC Heritage Kings guernsey which will be proudly
worn by our current day A and B grades each year on Past Players’ Day. So please join us for what will be a great day of celebration, mateship and reflections.
For $55 (including GST) you can enjoy lunch and drinks in the War Memorial Pavilion from 12 – 2pm, and an opportunity to
reminisce with fellow past players, officials and supporters. During lunch, the Kings Heritage guernsey will be launched and
presented to our current A grade side.
Watch the A grade take on traditional rivals Pulteney Old Scholars from either the comfort of the Haslam Grandstand or join
current players and supporters on the Haslam ‘Hill’ adjacent to the Kings Bar. Participate in the A grade sweep where a goal
scored by your chosen player will earn you a free drink.
Challenge your old teammates to a kick for goal on the hallowed Haslam turf at half time. Join the A grade and the rest of the
footy Club for presentations in the Pavilion immediately after the conclusion of the A grade game. It will be a great day to be a
King (or Queen).
Tickets for lunch can be purchased through Try Booking. If you can’t make it for lunch, please come down to Haslam Oval to
catch up with your mates and support the Club.
We look forward to seeing you, it’s Good to be Green.
Kathy Carruthers
President
POSFC

A GRADE MATCH REPORT

Last week the boys came home with an important win against Woodville South in wet and windy conditions at Ledger
Oval.
Going in to the game we knew that while Woodville would not go down without a fight as they battle to avoid relegation.
We also welcomed a few younger players back into the team as we sought to cover a few outs from the previous week’s
win against Walkerville.
We won toss and elected to kick with a fairly strong breeze in the first quarter. And while we took a bit of time to settle,
we eventually won the quarter 5 goals to 1. This came off the back of our ruck & midfield dominance and ability to lock
the ball in our forward half.
While the second quarter was a bit of an arm wrestle, we played the conditions well. I encouraged the boys to use short
kicks and handball-receives to work the ball forward - which we did well. We were also able to force repeat stoppages in
our forward half which were invaluable into the breeze.
Woodville gave it everything they had in the third, and through some poor execution on our part, we allowed them some
easy scoring opportunities into the breeze.
The boys set themselves for a physical start to the last quarter and ultimately we came out on top - winning the quarter
and eventually the game by 39 points.
Magnus Illman was excellent in the midfield - winning plenty of contested footy and getting the ball going forward for us.
Jack Carruthers continued his great form on the wing, taking plenty of marks and using the ball effectively. Alex Forster
played a great game up forward - taking a number of strong contested marks and kicking important goals. Adam Zeni
was at his contested best and Fred McCure played an excellent game as our high-half forward, taking numerous marks
around the ground and following up well at ground level.
It was also great to see youngsters Jack Reinhardt and Ned Carruthers come in and play important roles for the team on
the day.
Unfortunately we lost Harry Roberts to what looks like a fairly serious ankle injury. Sauce has been a very important player and leader for us this year and we wish him all the best with his recovery. Hopefully this is not the last we see of Sauce
for this season…
This week we take on Pultney at Home in what is set to be an exciting day for the club as we celebrate our 90th anniversary and Past Players day. The boys are looking forward to donning the heritage guernseys’ and seeing a big crowd at
Haslam to help celebrate this significant milestone.
See you at the footy.
Mark Evans (Evo)
A Grade Coach
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A GRADE LADDER

B GRADE MATCH REPORT

Round 14 was Woody South at Ledger Oval, they were really poor against us last time, but they have
clearly improved and have sured up 4th spot and they are always better at home. Having said that,
they have not beaten us since we got flogged in the 2nd Semi in 2020!
There was the standard gale blowing to the southern end so the toss master (yep, every permutation
of that title is intended 😊)  had  to  be  at  his  best  to  ensure  we  got  the  wind  and  applied  score  board 
pressure. As usual when the call goes out, Neshy comes a knocking, and we won the toss and got
the score pressure we needed. We went into quarter time up by 19 points 4.2-26 to 1.1-7.
The second was about ensuring we maintained our advantage into the wind and limiting the damage
the other way. Our mids had a strong focus on working back first to help defence and move forward
with purpose but not getting in front of the ball and we really saw the benefits of this hard work in the
second. Our intensity was good, and our skills were on for the first time in a few weeks. 5.4-34 to
2.3-15
The Premiership quarter is always a strength when we are playing well, keeping our structures, and
playing for each other. Today was no exception, we managed to put the game away in the third.
Alex Egarr was playing great footy at CHB, Sammy Nicholls burst of pass and kicking skills were on
show for all, Bred’s remains in a rare vein of form that we have not seen for a couple of years and
Duff, Browny, Zebby, Joshy Angus were all playing good footy. It was also great to have Liam Switala back in the side, he straightened up our defence and showed what we have missed over the last 6
weeks or so, he will be better for the run and so are we. 8.9-57 to 2.5-17.
The last was into the wind and we knew they would come. Apparently, according to the HQ website
we did not score, which I don’t recall but Woody South did come and if not for some skill errors may
well have stolen the game. But not on this occasion, we finished the game 11-point winners and
ensured a top 3 finish to the year. 8.9-57 to 6.7-43.
As it stands COVID has stopped our games as I write this, so who we play next is up in the air, but
as it stands, we are still top of the table on percentage and footy gods willing we will back in the
thick of it soon for the final rounds of the year and towards finals.
Tom Wightman
B Grade Coach
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B GRADE LADDER

C GRADE MATCH REPORT

In round 14 the Glamours travelled down to Woodville South to take on the Penguins in potentially our last match before
finals. With 3 byes coming up and 1 probable forfeit we knew that this could be our last opportunity to play together as
a team before the important stuff starts in August. Unfortunately, as has been the case for the majority of the season we
had a number of outs across the club which resulted in us ending up with 1 on the bench. We weren’t going to let this
define the game however and we knew that with the 19 guys we had available we would have enough to get the job
done if we put the effort in.
We were faced with some pretty horrendous conditions down at Ledger Oval with a 5 or 6 goals breeze blowing towards
the clubroom end. We were kicking into the breeze in the first quarter so we knew we were going to be up against it
early. If we could break even or come out of the quarter just on top we would have well and truly done our job and could
attack the second quarter with the breeze at our backs. Thankfully we did more than that as we managed to kick 4 goals
in the first quarter with Woody South only kicking 1. This was the perfect start and we knew we were well on top as we
looked towards the second quarter. The score line at the first break was Woodville South 1.1.7 to Pembroke 4.2.26.
Heading into the second quarter we knew we had to put our foot on the throat and extend our lead significantly while we
had the advantage of the heavy breeze. We came out firing in this quarter which was exactly what I wanted to see as we
piled on another 5 goals to Woodville Souths 1 point to well and truly take control of the game. You could tell by the body
language of the opposition that they had already had enough which was a beautiful thing for us to see because we knew
we still had 2 more quarters of fun coming up. The score line at the main break was Woodville South 1.2.8 to Pembroke
9.6.60.
Back kicking into the breeze again in the third quarter we knew we had to adjust our style of play to better suit the conditions. We were running the ball up by hand a lot more, using the short kick and it was working beautifully. Thankfully our
mids were prepared to work all day with Charlie Nicholas and Mark Bachetti dominating even without a single rotation
throughout the day. We managed to kick another 2 goals to Woodville Souths 1 to stretch the leader even further to 62
points. The score line at the final break was Woodville South 2.3.15 to Pembroke 11.11.77.
The final quarter was all about fun and really enjoying playing footy together as a team because we knew this would likely be our last opportunity before finals. The boys were awesome again with our forward line well on top and being lead
by full forward Harry Bilyk who kicked 7 goals in a best on ground performance. It was one of the few complete 4 quarter
performances we’ve had for the season and it came at a great time. We managed to kick another 3 goals to make it an
85 point victory for the Kings. The score line at the final siren was Woodville South 2.4.16 to Pembroke 14.17.101. Such
a good win to have knowing we have so much time off coming up. We now sit a game clear on top of the ladder and we
can sit back knowing we will be heading into finals in top spot. Unbelievably exciting times for the Glamours as we look
towards finals. Over the next few weeks the boys will remain active as we put in the work on the training track and get
every through for a game or two either in the Bs or the Ds. So much to look forward to and I couldn’t be more pumped,
great work boys!! Love the Kings, love the Glams!!!
Steven Bevan,
C Grade Coach
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D GRADE MATCH REPORT

The D grade took on Adelaide Uni and after the earlier match this season, we were out for blood.
The last match saw us demonstrate some woeful goal kicking and poor skills around the ground.
The lads pre-game were determined to not repeat past mistakes and to give Uni a belting.
The first quarter saw us out of the gates with a flash. The midfield were on top instantly and the forwards were lively. Within a blink of an eye, we were already a couple goals up, and looked to finally
be breaking a first quarter curse that had plagued us for quite a number of weeks. By the end of the
first term, Uni’s heads were already sinking and the feeling was there of a great day for the Kings.
First break score, Kings 6 goals 5, 41 to Uni 0.
Second term was a little tighter however. I think the boys may have gotten a little complacent with
the intensity and pressure. Scoring was almost on par for both sides. Credit to Uni who had a crack
for 22 minutes. Unfortunately, Skeater, who was having a brilliant start, went down with a suspected
hyper-extended elbow (nasty business) early in the term, which may have had that impact on the
score. Major break score, Kings 7 goals 8 50 to Uni 1 goal 1, 7.
The last half however was back to our best. Mids again got on top, with Butters dominating the ruck
contest once again. We kicked 4 goals apiece in the last two quarters to Uni’s 2. While we may have
had 1 or 2 gun players in the side, the vast majority were core D graders. This is an outstanding effort for us. Final Score, Kings 15 goals 13, 103 to Uni 3 goals 1, 19.
Another convincing win for the Ds on our way to our first finals campaign. I look back on how we
were travelling last year at this stage and we were struggling to get a win most weeks. To see the
improvement in the side in the space of 12 months is a huge credit to our playing group. I asked the
boys to do one mental task for me this week, Buy In. Buy in to the team, buy in to the process and
more importantly, buy in to the fact that we genuinely have a real chance of winning a flag this year.
With the belief that we can get the job done this year, in my opinion, gives us a huge boost in winning the tougher games against the better teams.
We have Lockleys this weekend, and while they may be sitting outside the top 5, will not be a pushover. Again, we must come with pressure and intensity and continue building towards that one day in
September.
Tom Sneath
D Grade Coach
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D GRADE VS LOCKLEYS

D GRADE LADDER

QUEENS’ MATCH REPORT

Going into the last minor round game for season 2022 there was a lot of the line for both teams. Hectorville were aiming
to win and secure a place in the finals whilst the Queens required the win to secure the minor premiership and a home
final at the House of Slam (Haslam). We started the game well with some strong inside fifty pressure, Amber Hopkins was
looking dangerous up forward and Eliza C was continuing her good form with lots of lively work inside fifty. We probably
missed a couple of opportunities to score a couple more goals however we went into the first quarter break with a one
goal lead.
The second quarter continued to be a tight contest with both teams working hard around stoppage to create forward fifty
entries. Holly C was working hard with Ash carter in the mid however Hectorville were dominating us in the air with some
very good high marking players making life difficult for the Queens. Chloe Chan and Becky Edwards were holding back
the Hectorville pressure in defence and the wingers in Sami Richards & Emily Draper were also providing plenty of drive
on their respective wings.
We were a little worried at the main break - the Queens looked and sounded a bit tired and our third quarter did reflect
a team under some serious pressure to get the vital win. Hectorville were playing with a lot of confidence and we were
finding it almost impossible to get the ball out of their forward fifty. Our defence was working overtime to prevent them
from scoring goals and fortunately we were lucky that they kicked inaccurately with five points in a row.
At the last break the message was clear that we all had to dig deep as a collective group if we were going to win. Hectorville continued to look like they were going to run away with the game kicking an early last-quarter goal which saw
the Queens fall behind by 10 points. With about 10 mins to go, we had not scored since halfway through the second
quarter!! So to say things were looking a bit grim was an understatement. Ruby C was battling ill health but managed
to work herself into the game and assist a tired midfield. Chloe Chan also went into the mid and this gave us a sudden
spark. Suddenly a crucial play by Georgia Tottman running off half-back was a huge turning point. GT won a crucial
50/50 ball and also received a downfield free kick. Her inside fifty entry was cleverly snapped up Eliza C who then kicked
a team-lifting goal that gave the Queens the belief they could still clinch this game. We were then able to get another center clearance and Chloe Chan then chimed in with a great forward pocket goal and all of a sudden we were in
front!! Emily Draper also then found space, kicked truly, and from absolutely know where we had kicked three goals and
clinched possibly the best victory in our short history.
After being elevated to Div 4 after 5 rounds it is a fantastic result to finish minor premiers. We can now look forward to
the double chance and more inpoirtnaly a home final against Piulteney in front what shoud be a geat crowd. Can’t wait!!
Go Queens
Cheers,
John Cunningham (JC)
Women’s Coach
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WOMEN’S LADDER

PLAYER MILESTONES

PLAYER

GAME TALLY

Charles Canny
Ben Wood
Alex Breda

192
192
93

SPONSORSHIPS

PATRONS
Allan Evans
Allert Carruthers Family
Churchill Services
daviddall.com.au
Forster Landscape Supplies
Regency Orchids
Sydney Kings
The Winter Family
Thomson Geer
Viking Rentals

PLAYER SPONSORS
Player

Sponsor

Abby Pengelly

Grace Home Staging

Adam Zeni

Luke Evans

Alex Breda

Mesh Electrical

Alex Forster

Berry's Funerals

Alexandra Osborne

Tmienje Bespoke Designs

Amber Hopkins

Flinders Private Hospital

Ana White

SKS Technologies

Arabella Baum

Tic:Tok Home Loans

Becky Edwards

Edwards Family

Ben Williams

Ben Williams

Ben Wood

John Wood

Brad Warren

Professional Organising Solutions

Callum Green

Richard Green

Charles Canny

Nikki Morgan

Chloe Chan

Bray Chan Chartered Accountants

Eleanor Pyne

Pyne and Partners

Fred McClure

Blend Etiquette Craft Distillery

Gabe Fienemann

Thomson Geer

Georgia Tottnam

Windmill Hotel

Grace Appelbee

Waualtee

Harrison George

Luke Evans

Harry Bilyk

Lee’s Plumbing

Harry Roberts

Kathy Carruthers

Henry Read

Erindale Consulting

Holly Cunningham

T & M Packer Family

Jace Bode

Jax Productions

Jack Carruthers

Wurst Trading Co | Barb Allert

Jack Green

Grant Crowhurst

Jake van der Hoek

Harland Wines

James Brennan

Banks Botanical

PLAYER SPONSORS
James O'Halloran

O'Halloran Law

Jesse Fienemann

Thomson Geer

John Cunningham

Windmill Hotel

Josh Zoanetti

C2M Consulting

Kanesh Sivashankar

Wells Family

Lochie Edwards

Edwards Family

Lucy Hammond

Churchill Services

Lulu Tierney

Colliers

Magnus Illman

Magnus Illman

Mark Evans

Hey Diddle Wines

Mark Lane

Alan Lane & Belinda Capon

Matt Robertson

Matt Robertson

Max Read

Erindale Consulting

Max Thring

Highgate Pharmacy

McKenzie Schinckel

Schinckel Transport

Ned Carruthers

Bill & Hannah Allert

Ned Kennett

Tom Lawrie

Oscar Switala

Pinnacle Carpentry

Pat Levecki

Bruce Crowhurst

Sam Carruthers

Rick Allert

Scott Fischer

Scott Fischer

Sophie Treasure

AvantiCare

Stephanie Principe

Banks Botanicals

Steve Bevan

Joust

Todd Bevan

Joust

Tom Duffy

Small World Bakery

Tom Evans

Tom Evans

Tom Lawrie

The Light Impact ( TLI )

Venkha Sivashanker

Regency Flowers

Zach Polyak

Keith Motor Inn

Zach Slade

Jacqui Ion Lawyers

SAVE THE DATES

SATURDAY
23rd July

Past Players and Officials day

FRIDAY
14th October

POSFC End of Season Dinner

OUR BOARD AND PRESIDENT
Kathy Carruthers
President

Jack Green

For further information regarding our
memberships and sponsorships, please
contact the club’s sponsorship team
members:

Vice President

Gabe Fienemann
Treasurer

Jake Van Der Hoek
Secretary

Kathy Carruthers
Mobile: 0421 554 775

Jack Green

Mobile: 0459 817 933

Alex Forster

Mobile: 0420 714 226

Alex Forster

Director of Football

Email:

carruthersconsulting@hotmail.com

Steven Bevan
Alex Breda
Sam Carruthers
Tom Evans
Sarah Hammond
Jesse Fienemann
Peter Read
Venkha Sivashanker

Club Website & Facebook Page
To follow the Kings’ & Queens’ progress
throughout 2022:
Visit our website and follow the club’s
Facebook and Instagram pages.

